What is the Vivli Data Request Form?

- The Vivli Data Request Form is used by data contributors and independent review panels to evaluate your proposal and make decisions on your data access for the studies requested.
- Each Vivli member describes the criteria and process for how they make decisions about the use of their completed clinical trial data.
- To ensure a timely review of the proposal, your data request form should be as detailed and complete as possible.
PhD, Biostatistics, Boston University
List any skills or prior experience in performing relevant or similar statistical analyses as planned (i.e. previous publications)

Please list any real or potential conflicts of interest and describe how these will be managed. If none, please enter None.

Vivli Access Admin Approval Based on Approved DUA
DUA Approval Not Applicable

ADDITIONAL RESEARCHERS
Research Proposal

Title of the Proposed Research (Overall brief description, including the condition, about the proposed research question that is understandable by a general audience)

Vivli Lay Summary Training Video - YouTube

What are the specific aims/objectives of the proposed research, including the specific hypotheses to be evaluated?

Purpose of Analysis is required

Inform Patient Care Decisions

Inform Patient Care Decisions

Algorithms / Code

A.I. algorithm

Research that confirms or validates previously conducted research on treatment effectiveness

Outcome(s) is required
Research Proposal

Data Request Example

STUDY DESIGN

Brief Description

Please describe the specific outcomes elements and how they will be categorized/defined for your proposed research

Main Predictor: Independent Variable and how it will be categorized/defined for your proposed research

Other variables of interest that will be used in your analysis and how they will be categorized/defined in your proposed research (e.g., genders, age groups, ethnic groups)
Research Proposal

Estimated timeline for request approval: 2-5 months

DECLARE YOUR INTENTION TO PUBLISH YOUR RESULTS, AND LIST OF POTENTIAL JOURNALS OR CONFERENCES HERE
## GENERAL

Describe how you will analyze the requested clinical study data

Countries/countries where the analysis will be conducted
Funding

GENERAL

Is the proposed research being funded by research grants from government agencies?
- Yes
- No

Is the proposed research being funded by employers through employment contracts?
- Yes
- No

Is the proposed research being funded by additional contracts or consultancies?
- Yes
- No

Is the proposed research being funded by commercial organizations?
- Yes
- No
If the Submit button is not enabled, look in each of the tabs on the left for a field outlined in red which indicates that a required field needs to be completed.
Chat

Data Request Example

Communicate with stakeholders involved in this data request.

Insert questions here or email support@vivli.org